Experimental and Numerical Heat Transfer Study of Swirling Air Jet Impingement
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1. INTRODUCTION

Swirling jets are widely known methods to improve heat transfer since decade. Many researchers have contributed to understand swirl and its application in heat transfer problems. When we talk about conventional jet impingement studies, literature [1-5] help us understand the applications of jet impingement in various industrial field. Parameters such as Reynolds number (Re), jet to plate distance (z/d), impingement surface and its area, Prandtl number (Pr), angle of impingement, type of jet etc. play very important role in estimation of heat transfer rate. This is explained in literature [5-11]. Literatures [12, 13] show that swirling flow improve heat transfer rate compared to conventional method of jet impingement. Work done by Gupta et al. [14] and Huang and El-Genk [15] show that swirling method of heat transfer enhancement show uniform area coverage on target surface when compared to conventional jet impingement. They have also shown that better heat transfer is achieved with less spacing between jet and the impingement surface. Bakirci and Bilen [16] have used three techniques of visualization of temperature distribution and heat transfer in their study. Their study showed that with higher swirl angle (θ=50°) causes uniform heat transfer and heat transfer increases with increase in Reynolds number. Wen and Jang [17] have used smoke flow visualization technique to compare both conventional and swirling air jet impingement for jet to plate distance of 3 to 16, Re between 500 to 17000 for different nozzle geometries. Brown et al. [18] have studied swirl jet impingement on plate with different thermal heating conditions of plate. They conclude that different thermal boundary conditions do not impact much on heat transfer as heat transfer enhancement depends on type of swirl and other parameters like jet to plate distance and Reynolds number. Eiamsa-ard [19] have experimentally studied heat transfer from swirling jet and compared with conventional jet impingement. thermochromic liquid crystal (TLC) sheet and image processing technique is used by them to understand thermal heat transfer enhancement. Their experiments clearly show that swirling jets are having higher heat transfer compared to conventional jets. Experimental investigation was conducted by Kumar et al. [20] who showed that heat transfer initially increased with the increase in twist ratio (T/R) and then after reduced with the increase in the twist ratio (4.5 to 7.5). Heat transfer rate was maximum at z/d=1 for all twist ratios and Reynolds number. Experimental studies were done by Gudi and Hindasageri [21] who have shown that it is possible to increase heat transfer through use of delta swirl tape for jet to plate distance of 2 to 8 and Re varying between 1500 to 9000. Results got are compared with conventional swirl jet with swirl tape and it is seen that delta tape helps in improved heat transfer.

All the above studies showed experimental work done on swirl jets. Below we have shown some numerical studies that were carried in this area of research. Shuja et al. [22] have studies effect of confined swirling jet impingement onto an adiabatic wall. Various jet velocity profiles are studied in their work and they have shown that jet axis tilts towards the radial direction as swirl velocity increases and reducing the velocity profile number enhances the entropy generation due to heat transfer. Shuja and Yilbas [23] have studied numerically laminar swirl jet impingement on an adiabatic wall. They have considered six jet exit profiles and four swirl profiles for their study. Their study shows that the total entropy generation increases with increasing swirl velocity for low velocity profile numbers. Uddin et al. [24] have used LES to study effect of swirling and non-swirling flow on heat transfer. Reynolds number of 23000 and z/d=2 is considered in their study. Swirl number of jets used are 0,0.2 and 0.47 and their study show that swirl does not give much improvement in heat transfer on target wall. Amini et al. [25] have shown numerically that instead of single jet, pair of jet
help improve heat transfer.

With the help of thin foil technique and thermal imaging, in the present work experiments on swirl jets are carried out for Reynolds number varying between $3000 \leq Re \leq 9000$ with different jet to plate distance. A twisted tape of twist ratio (T.R) = 2 is used in present study. Present study is further extended numerically by using commercially available CFD code ANSYS Fluent to investigate heat transfer for high Reynolds number up to $Re=20000$. Also, CFD is used to arrive at optimal distance between two jets to achieve high heat transfer.

Below we show overall objective of present work:

1. Understand heat transfer enhancement for a swirl jet impingement by use of experimental thin foil technique and thermal imaging.
2. Use of CFD to arrive at a numerical relation between Nu and Re for swirling jet flow varying between $3000 \leq Re \leq 2000$.
3. Further numerical investigation to understand and arrive at optimal jet to jet distance to achieve high heat transfer.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Experimental setup details and schematic diagram of setup are shown in Figure 1. Most of components of this setup remain same as already explained in literature [26] apart from the pulse generation unit.

A compressor of 1.1-liter capacity is used to generate air flow through pipe of diameter 1 inch. Flow control valve is attached to this pipe to control air flow thus achieve required flow rate for the study. At the end of pipe, a flexible arrangement is made such that a nozzle of 10 mm diameter gets attached to this pipe. Thus, flow coming out of the nozzle forms a jet which is made to impinge on heated flat plate that is placed at certain distance from the plate. Jet air flow rate is measured using a digital Testo smart hotwire anemometer [26-28]. Hot wire anemometer used in the experiment is shown in Figure 2.

Methodology used to arrive at impinging jet Reynolds number is explained in Figure 3. Literatures [26] have shown that impinging air jet is divided into four regions; a) initial mixing jet b) established jet c) deflection zone d) wall jet. These regions are represented in Figure 3. Initial mixing jet region will have centerline velocity equal to jet exit velocity. Hence probe of hotwire anemometer is placed in such a manner that distance between nozzle jet exit and anemometer probe is maintained as minimum as possible, thus measured velocity (average velocity) of air impinging out of jet is nozzle air velocity.
Electric power is supplied at ends of target plate through buss bar from a variable transformer. Thus, uniform heating of plate is achieved.

For swirl generation, twisted tapes made from brass material is inserted into the nozzle. Length of this tape is 650mm, diameter 10mm and thickness of 0.9mm respectively. Parameters like pitch (p), width (w) and thickness (t) are defined for selection of twisted tapes.

The thickness of twisted tape used during experiment is 0.9 mm while the width (w) is 10 mm. A non-dimensional number called as twist ratio (T.R) is defined as:

\[
T.R = \frac{\text{Twisted tape pitch}}{\text{Twisted tape width}}
\]

Axial distance between two points on twisted tape, when tape is rotated 180deg defines the pitch (p) of the twisted tape. Representation of pitch (p) and width (w) is shown in Figure 4.

![Twisted tape in the nozzle](image)

**Figure 4.** Twisted tape in the nozzle

In present work, heat transfer measurements are done using twisted tape with twist ratio (T.R) of 2 as shown in Figure 5.

![Twisted tape with T.R=2](image)

**Figure 5.** Twisted tape with T.R=2

Above figure shows twisted tape with T.R=2 selected for present experimental studies. Literature [20] brings out effect of varying pitch and width experimentally. They have shown that lower the pitch better the heat transfer.

The heat transfer distribution on target plate is measured by capturing the thermal images obtained from an Infra-Red (IR) camera positioned on the back side of the target surface. Temperature difference when measured across the plate shows very negligible difference. Thus, it is assumed that temperature got on back surface to be same on that of front surface exposed to jet impingement. Black Matte Finish Asian paint with 0.99 emissivity is used to paint the plate surface. IR technology is used to measure the temperature on plate.

‘FLIR C3 Thermal Imaging’ infrared thermal camera is used to collect local temperature distribution with a resolution of about 360x240 screen resolution. Table 1 shows details about the camera used in experiment.

Power is supplied from DC power source. The voltage across the target plate is measured by ‘Meco’ digital meter whose ranges and accuracies are of ±0.5% V. The jet air is allowed to impinge on the target plate with the heat input. The target plate allowed to acquire steady state temperature with the air jet and its temperature is measured by using thermal camera from the other side of the plate. Power loss from the exposed surface of the target plate due to natural convention and radiation is estimated experimentally. The procedure of heat loss estimation is explained in section below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>FLIR C3 Camera Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spectral Range</strong></td>
<td>7.5-14.0 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital Camera</strong></td>
<td>640x480 pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Object Temperature Range</strong></td>
<td>-10°C to 150°C (14°F to 302°F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accuracy</strong></td>
<td>±2°C (±3.6°F) or ±2%, whichever is greater, at 25°C (77°F) nominal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1. FLIR C3 camera details

2.1 Estimation of heat loss

The temperature distribution on flat plate is obtained by images from IR thermal camera. Nusselt number is calculated as:

\[
Nu = \frac{h d}{k}
\]

\[
h = \frac{q(conv)}{(T_{wall}-T_{ref})}
\]

\[
q(conv) = q(w) - q(loss)
\]

\[
q(w) = V I / A
\]

\[
q(loss) = q(rad) + q(nat)
\]

Heat loss from the plate is obtained by heating the plate at different time interval and measuring the wall temperature. A linear fit curve is obtained between heat loss and temperature difference between plate surface and ambient reference temperature. This is shown in Figure 6.

![Heat loss linear fit curve](image)

**Figure 6.** Heat loss linear fit curve

In present work, the temperature difference between the plate surface and jet was kept above 40°C that estimates a maximum uncertainty of not more than 3%. The heat flux uncertainty of plate is same as that of uncertainty of the power supplied. The uncertainties measurement as suggested by Moffat method [29] is applied for parameters such as Nusselt number and Reynolds number. It is found that uncertainty lie between 3-4 % for present work.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Experimental validation

Centerline Nu distribution for Re=1500, p/w=2 & z/d=1 is obtained for a swirling jet flow on target plate is compared with results obtained by Kumar et al. [20] as shown in Figure 7. Present results show good agreement with literature. Stagnation Nu vary by 4% compared to results of Kumar et al. [20].

Figure 7. Experimental validation study

3.2 Swirl generation using twisted tape

This section discusses results got using traditional approach of swirl generation for twisted tape of T.R=2. Reynolds number for this study is varied between 3000 to 9000. Jet to plate distance is varied between 2 to 8 for all the cases. Figure 8 shows centerline Nu distribution across the plate for above mentioned condition.

Figure 8. Centerline Nu distribution

Following observation can be made from above study:
(1) Heat transfer is more effective at low jet to plate distance irrespective of Reynolds number. In present case it is seen that for z/d=2, heat transfer effectiveness is higher.
(2) As z/d increases heat transfer effectiveness decreases.
(3) Shift of peak Nu is seen in all the case with sudden decrease in Nu in the stagnation region.

Figure 9-12 shows contour plot of Nu generated on target plate. For z/d=2, 4, 6, 8 and Re varying between 3000 to 9000.
It is clear from contour plots that due to presence of swirl tape; peak Nu is seen to be shifted axially. We observe a drop in Nu at center of plate, that is due to stagnation region development. The flow gets distributed into two lumps of fluid with formation of stagnation region at the center. Thus, we see sudden dip in centerline Nu at stagnation region.

3.3 Numerical results discussion

3.3.1 CFD correlation study

Correlation study is carried out for one of the above explained experimental case of Re=3000, z/d=2. Figure 12 shows CFD model used for the study with boundary conditions. Swirl tape with T.R=2 is also modeled as shown in Figure 12. Well-known commercial code ANSYS Fluent [30] is used to build and solve the CFD model.

![Figure 12. CFD model for correlation study](image)

A mesh refinement study was conducted with tetrahedral volume mesh size varying between 0.08 to 0.3 million cells. Centerline Nusselt number was calculated for each of the mesh and based on the study conducted, 0.12 mesh was found to be optimum mesh for the study.

Figure 13 shows centerline Nu plot where in CFD results correlate pretty well w.r.t peak Nu match with the experimental results. Turbulence model of RNG k-e was used for the study which is proven modeling technique for swirling flows according to literature [24].

![Figure 13. Centerline Nu distribution](image)

3.3.2 Further CFD studies

Based on the experiments conducted in previous section and centerline Nu validation achieved between CFD and experiment, it was decided to extend this work for high Reynolds number flow and develop a numerical correlation between peak Nu and Re. In this work, Reynolds number was varied from 3000 to 20000 with z/d=2. Many literatures have already discussed that heat transfer effectiveness is more at z/d=2. Hence CFD results were taken for z/d=2 considering these literature work.

Figure 14 shows calculated centerline Nu and surface Nu contour plot for Re=3000 to 20000 at z/d=2.

![Figure 14. Centerline Nu and surface Nu contour plot](image)

A peak Nu variation w.r.t Re for above studies is shown in Figure 15. It can be seen that Nu increases linearly with increase in Re. A numerical correlation is built as given in Eq. (7):

$$\text{Nu}^{(\text{peak})} = 0.0087\text{Re} + 64.032$$

![Figure 15. Peak Nu w.r.t Re](image)

The above equation can be assumed to be good approximation in evaluating Peak Nu for near wall jet impingement heat transfer application.

It is seen that due to presence of twisted tape, there is a shift in peak Nu as twisted tape increases the swirl thereby help improve heat transfer. This peak Nu shift is almost seen for all Reynolds number studies conducted above. Experiments done in our case for Re up to 9000 also depict same phenomenon of peak Nu shift. Hence, it would be matter of interest to study what would happen to peak Nu shift if multiple jet with swirl tape is considered.

(1) Effect of two colinear jets on peak Nu

A CFD study is conducted to understand effect of two jets in a row on peak Nu. In this study center distance between the
jet diameter is varied from 1.5D to 3D for Re=3000, 9000 and 20000 and z/d=2 and 6, with jet impingement pipe having swirl tape of T.R=2. Results of this study is explained below: Effect Reynolds number on heat transfer for two jets separated by 1.5D and z/d=6.

Figure 16 shows CFD domain for the above-mentioned condition. Jet to plate distance of z/d=2 and z/d=6 is studied in this case.

**Figure 16.** CFD domain representation of two jets separated by distance 1.5D

Figure 17 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour plot for Re=3000 and z/d=2. Velocity contour and section plots are shown in Figure 17.

Following observations can be made from this study: (1) There is continuous mixing of two stream of fluid jet that happens at the center which we call as region of mixing in figure. This mixing causes effective heat transfer improvement. (2) It is also observed that, two stagnation regions exist just below the surface of swirl tape thus this region is having lower heat transfer. (3) Peak Nu shift observed in single swirl jet impingement is also present in this case.

**Figure 17.** Centerline Nu, Nu surface contour plot, 2D velocity vector and contour plot pics for 1.5D jet impingement condition at Re=3000

Figure 18 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at z/d=6 for 1.5D jet impingement condition. Heat transfer in the mixing zone. This helps in increases in centerline Nu at the center of two jets as seen in graph.

**Figure 18.** Centerline Nu, surface Nu contour plot, 2D velocity vector and contour plot pics for 1.5D jet impingement condition at Re=3000

Following observations are made from this study: (1) With increase in jet to plate distance, heat transfer effectiveness decreases. (2) Though center distance between two jets is smaller (1.5D) we do not observe significant mixing of fluid at the mixing zone as seen in case of z/d=2. Hence heat transfer enhancement is minimal in this case. (3) Area of stagnation region has increased thus resulting in lower heat transfer.

**Figure 19.** Centerline Nu, surface Nu contour plot, 2D velocity vector and contour plot pics for 1.5D jet impingement condition at Re=9000

Figure 20 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at z/d=6 for 1.5D jet impingement condition at Re=9000.

**Figure 20.** Centerline Nu, surface Nu contour plot, 2D velocity vector and contour plot pics for 1.5D jet impingement condition at Re=9000

Following observations are made from this study: (1) With increase in Re, centerline Nu increases. (2) Combination of swirl and smaller jet to plate distance (z/d=2) helps improve heat transfer in the mixing zone. This helps in increases in centerline Nu at the center of two jets as seen in graph.
Following observations are made from this study: (1) With increases in jet to plate distance, heat transfer effectiveness decreases. (2) There is significant increase in stagnation region which leads to weak region of mixing and hence lower heat transfer. Dip in Nu at the center shown in the graph indicates this phenomenon.

Figure 21 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at z/d=2 for 1.5D jet impingement condition at Re=20000.

Following observations are made from this study: (1) Interestingly, even at higher Reynolds number, same trend of centerline Nu distribution continues to be seen. This clearly indicates that heat transfer effectiveness is more at small jet to plate distance and it increases with increase in Re. (2) Smaller distance between jet to plate ensures growth of stagnation region to be restricted. This helps in better mixing, eventually improves heat transfer.

Figure 22 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at z/d=6 for 1.5D jet impingement condition at Re=20000.

Following observations are made from this study: (1) With increases in jet to plate distance (z/d=6), strength of jet mixing zone decreases eventually lead to formation of small stagnation region at the center distance between two jets. This causes reduction in heat transfer which is why we see dip in centerline Nu value as seen in Figure. (2) This region of small stagnation is observed in all the above-mentioned cases of z/d=6. (3) Effect Reynolds number on heat transfer for two jets separated by 2D and z/d=2,6.

Figure 23 shows CFD domain with two jet pipes separated by distance of 2D. Jet to plate distance of 2&6 are studied for Re=3000, 9000 and 20000.

Figure 23. CFD domain representation of two jets separated by distance 2D

Figure 24 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at z/d=2 for 2D jet impingement condition at Re=3000.

Following observation can be made from this study: (1) With increase in distance between jets to 2D, we can observe a stagnation region formation between two jets. We also observe that mixing zone diminishes a bit as the strength of flow that were mixing together due to smaller distance has decreased in this case. This overall does not help achieve good heat transfer on the surface. (2) However, we also observe that peak Nu does not change much w.r.t 1.5D case.

Figure 25 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at z/d=6 for 2D jet impingement condition at Re=3000.

Following observation can be made from above study: (1) With increase in distance between jets to 2D and jet to plate distance to z/d=6, spread of jet impinging out has increased. However, strength of mixing decreases resulting in lower heat transfer. (2) Increase in area of stagnation region also is responsible for lower heat transfer.
Figure 26 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at \( z/d = 2 \) for 2D jet impingement condition at \( Re = 9000 \).

![Figure 26](image)

Figure 25. Centerline Nu, surface Nu contour plot, 2D velocity vector and contour plot pics for 2D jet impingement condition at \( Re = 3000 \)

Following observation can be made from above study: (1) Same trend of centerline distribution is seen when compared to \( Re = 3000 \) case. As we know that heat transfer increases with \( Re \), we observe higher heat transfer rates in the centerline Nu plot as well as contour plot. (2) Zone of mixing between the two jets is again seen to diminish resulting in lower heat transfer.

Figure 27 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at \( z/d = 6 \) for 2D jet impingement condition at \( Re = 9000 \).

![Figure 27](image)

Figure 26. Centerline Nu, surface Nu contour plot, 2D velocity vector and contour plot pics for 2D jet impingement condition at \( Re = 9000 \)

Following observation can be made from above study: (1) With increase in jet to plate distance (\( z/d = 6 \)), momentum of two jets mixing strength weakens similar to earlier case of \( Re = 3000 \). This is clearly visible in velocity vector plot. (2) Phenomena of peak Nu shift due to swirl tape is still seen. But the axisymmetric nature of centerline Nu distribution is not present as seen in earlier case of single jet impingement studies. This is more to do with the influence of mixing zone.

Figure 28 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at \( z/d = 2 \) for 2D jet impingement condition at \( Re = 20000 \).

![Figure 28](image)

Figure 29. Centerline Nu, surface Nu contour plot, 2D velocity vector and contour plot pics for 2D jet impingement condition at \( Re = 20000 \)

Following observation can be made from above study: (1) we observe similar pattern of flow behavior as well as centerline Nu distribution in higher Re case when compared to \( Re = 9000 \) & 3000. (2) Heat transfer is more with increase in Re which depicts the peak Nu distribution nature in the graph of centerline Nu in figure above.

Figure 29 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at \( z/d = 6 \) for 2D jet impingement condition at \( Re = 20000 \).
Following observation can be made from above study: (1) Jet spread increases with increase in jet to plate distance (z/d=6). (2) Heat transfer decreases because of increase in jet to plate distance. (3) Lot of recirculating zones is observed in zone of mixing of two jets. However, when compared to z/d=2 case, strength of mixing has diminished. (4) Effect Reynolds number on heat transfer for two jets separated by 3D and z/d=2,6.

Figure 30. CFD domain representation of two jets separated by distance 3D

Figure 31. Centerline Nu, surface Nu contour plot, 3D velocity vector and contour plot pics for 3D jet impingement condition at Re=3000

Figure 32. Centerline Nu, surface Nu contour plot, 3D velocity vector and contour plot pics for 3D jet impingement condition at Re=3000

Figure 33. Centerline Nu, surface Nu contour plot, 3D velocity vector and contour plot pics for 3D jet impingement condition at Re=9000

Figure 34. Centerline Nu, surface Nu contour plot, 3D velocity vector and contour plot pics for 3D jet impingement condition at Re=9000

Figure 30 shows CFD domain for the above-mentioned condition. Jet to plate distance of z/d=2 and z/d=6 is studied in this case with two jets separated by distance 3D.

Figure 31 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at z/d=2 for 3D jet impingement condition at Re=3000.

Following observation can be made from above study: (1) With increase in distance between two jets by 3D, we observe that strength of mixing zone decreases. This has resulted in decrease in heat transfer at the center. (2) We observe localized heat transfer enhancement but due to increase in jet distance, centralized heat transfer enhancement is not seen. This is also clear in the plot of centerline Nu.

Figure 32 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at z/d=6 for 3D jet impingement condition at Re=3000.

Following observation can be made from above study: (1) With increase in jet to plate distance and jet to jet distance, heat transfer effectiveness is localized to area of spread of jet as seen in Nu contour plot. Heat transfer is more effective in localized region and hence we see two spikes in centerline Nu plot. (2) We can see the region of detachment of jet at the center distance of two jets. Hence there is sudden dip in Nu at center.

Figure 33 and 34 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at z/d=2 and z/d=6 for 3D jet impingement condition at Re=9000.
Following observation can be made from above study: (1) With increase in Reynolds number, heat transfer increases in both z/d=2 & 6 when compared to Re=3000. However, it is seen that for z/d=6 heat transfer is not that effective as in case of z/d=2. (2) Also as already pointed out previously, with increase in z/d distance, we observe that the current jet to jet distance is not efficient in increasing the heat transfer.

Figure 35 and 36 shows centerline Nu, surface Nu contour, section velocity vector and contour plots at z/d=2 and z/d=6 for 3D jet impingement condition at Re=20000.

Following observation can be made from above work: (1) For z/d=2, heat transfer effectiveness is high. However, there is a drop in effectiveness at the region of mixing of jets. This is because of the distance between two jets as in this case it is 3D. (2) For z/d=6, heat transfer further drops when compared to z/d=2.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Local heat transfer distribution on flat plate surface for swirling jet impingement generated through swirl tape of T.R=2 is studied experimentally for jet to plate distance of z/d=2 to 8 and Reynolds number between 3000 to 9000. Following conclusion is made from the above-mentioned study: (1) For jet to plate distance of z/d=2, higher heat transfer rate is observed when compared to other z/d cases for all the Reynolds number studies in the present work. (2) Swirl generator helps in improving heat transfer by creating a swirling flow that impinges on target plate with higher impact for z/d=2. As we move away from the target plate, heat transfer effectiveness decreases. This is due to decrease in momentum of flow and increase in spread of flow. (3) We observe that there is shift of peak Nu for all z/d cases and also for all Re.

This phenomenon of Nu shift is due to swirl strength which is caused due to twisted tape.

The present work was further evaluated using CFD approach. Widely used CFD code ANSYS-Fluent was used to get a correlation of experiment done in the work. Peak Nu profile match with experiment was obtained from CFD for jet to plate distance of z/d=2 and Re=3000. Further this study was extended for flow with high Re (Re=20000). Following conclusions and observations are made from this study: Heat transfer increases with increases in Re. A linear numerical correlation is established between Peak Nu and Re which clearly explains the dependency of heat transfer on Re.

Further the present work was extended numerically to study the effect of jet to jet spacing on heat transfer. This study was conducted for two jets spaced at 1.5D, 2D and 3D with z/d varying between 2 to 6 and Re=3000, 9000 and 20000. Same configuration of swirl tape with T.R=2 was used in this study. Following conclusion and observations are made from this study: (1) Regardless of any Re, z/d=2 and 1.5D is more effective in improving heat transfer. It is seen that a strong mixing zone is created between the two jets. This helps in more heat transfer as centerline peak Nu calculated is higher even in mixing zone. (2) With increases in jet to plate distance in case of 1.5D distance, strength of mixing zone decreases resulting in drop of peak Nu. This hypothesis is true in case of all the Re studied. (3) As we increase jet to jet distance to 2D and 3D, it is seen that zone of separation between two jets become more prominent. Even at jet to plate distance of z/d=2, heat transfer enhancement gets more confined to localized area of jet expansion. This is true for all Re cases studied as well as for higher z/d case. It can be concluded that more the distance (2D, 3D etc.), mixing zone or wall jet zone of two jets diminishes. This results in decrease in heat transfer. (4) It is observed that with increase in jet to plate distance (z/d=6), swirl spread increases which leads to increase in stagnation zone area just below the area covering the twisted tape. This leads to decrease in heat transfer locally at stagnation region. Thus, we observe a drop in centerline Nu at the stagnation region. This is true for all Reynolds number cases studied.

Limitations and future research directions of present work are listed below: (1) Present experimental study was performed for Re up to 9000. However, this study can be further extended for higher Re up to 20000 and an experimental correlation for Peak Nu and Re can be established for different jet to plate distances. (2) Different swirl tapes with T.R can be used and investigated either experimentally or numerically to see their effect on heat transfer enhancement.
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